READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read regularly through

Don’t forget to practise your

Practise your 9 times tables. Your

the week. Ask an adult to write in

spellings weekly and learn any key

Times Table Rockstars log in is in

your reading journal.

words.

your Reading Journal.

Write a story with a river theme. There
could be a river monster, or a creature
that comes to life!

3pts

Using our book as inspiration, create an
imaginary character – draw and label
them.

1pts



Imagine you have crashed on a fantasy
island, create a poem about what you can
see, feel and smell.

2pts



Write a review of your current reading
book.

2pts





2pts

Create a game for your family to play all
about fractions and play it together.

3pts



Write a definition of how to calculate area

1pt



Create a maths poster for your 9 times
table – can you teach someone else in your
family?

2pts



Create your own poem for the value this
term – Justice.

2pts



Create a sculpture of a river creature or
plant. You could use clay, salt dough, papier
mache or any material of your choice.

2pts



Create a poster explaining the different
types of electricity there are. Include as
much detail and labelled diagrams as
possible.

3pts



Make a list of electrical devices you can
find in your home.

1pt



Produce a fact file (this could be done
using Power Point) on 3 world rivers.
Include as many interesting facts as you
can.

3pts



A rivers depth relies on rainfall. Create a
rain gauge and keep a record of how much
rain falls in 3 weeks. Produce a graph or
table to show your results.

3pts



Using your knowledge of rivers, create a
3D model showing the different layers of
the river bed.

2pts



Complete ‘River Features’ 2Do.

1pt

Crashing Coasts
Believe ~ Learn ~ Grow

Complete the Maths tasks assigned for you
on Mathletics. These are updated weekly to
reflect the key objectives that we have
covered in class. Each Mathletics task is
worth 2pts.



Raging Rivers and



YEAR 4
TERM 4
Raging Rivers and Crashing
Coasts.
This is your pick and mix home
learning.
Complete at least 1 of these
activities each week, handing the
completed home learning in on a
Friday. You should spend no
longer than 1 hour per week on
an activity and take activities
from all of the different sections.

Home Learning Certificates
Bronze – 4 points, Silver – 8 points,
Gold – 12 points, Platinum – 15 points
16+ points – Special Award!

